17-12-2021

Job Title: BI Consultant

Overview:
Blutech Consulting Pvt. Ltd. is one of the leading companies in the field of Data Analytics. We are
hiring a talented BI Consultant to join our team on one of our leading Big Data projects in Karachi
& Lahore.
About Us:
Blutech Consulting was formed by a group of tech-savvy consultants who had vast experience
globally in the field of Big Data & Analytics. These consultants served Fortune 500 companies and
helped customers in various industries. Being a start-up, Blutech quickly penetrated the market with
its unique proposition and after massive success in the local market, Blutech was acquired by a
leading giant “Jaffer Brothers” which is a group of companies operating since 1849.
Our focus is on providing complete solutions and services to Enterprises around the world. Our
consultants are currently present in 5 different countries. We have joint ventures in Europe, South
East Asia, and Australia to provide the most cost-effective and efficient implementation models for
our customers.
Primary Responsibilities for BI Consultant:












As part of our BI team, you will combine knowledge of our business data with your
comprehensive analytics skills to deliver program insights to our clients. You will also partner
with internal business leaders to showcase the value of our services through impactful
visualizations and story-telling with data.
Implement new business intelligence and data warehouse requirements through the use of
SQL, ETL, business intelligence tools, and database programming and reporting tools.
Develop, implement, and maintain ETL (extract, transform, and load) solutions to bring new
data into the data warehouse. Develop optimized database design to achieve acceptable
performance by tuning view, tables, and indexes for proper response time.
Full life-cycle development and maintenance of data warehouse, ETL, and business intelligence
solutions.
Determine root cause problems for data integrity and data quality issues identified through QA
or by business report owners.
Provide guidance and recommendation on BI reporting packages.
Work with cross-functional users to understand data needs and map needs to reporting / BI
capabilities.
Help identify business intelligence tools and best practices that should be adopted.
Supervise BI projects working with cross-functional teams to implement reporting solutions.
Provide guidance on data requirements, data availability, and Reporting capabilities to users.

Primary Requirements for BI Consultant:








BS Degree in Computer Science/Computer Engineering or any 4-year IT related degree
SQL Server Expert
At least 2+ years of working experience in a similar role
Understanding of Data warehouse concepts
SSAS, SSMS & SSRS
Proficient in PowerBI
Working with Big Data technologies is a plus

How to Apply:
Interested candidates can send their resume with position as the e-mail subject to
bakht.awar@blutechconsulting.com
Last date to apply for this role is January 15, 2022.

